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Out of the abyss - dm guide pdf

from Mike Shea on October 12, 2015 This article is one of several articles about the abyss. You can read all these articles at the following links: In September 2015, Wizards of the Coast released from the abyss, their third adventure of the campaign for the 5th edition of Dungeons and Dragons. This
sandbox adventure throws our poor PC group into the depths of Underdark, where, with little more than a cloth on their backs, they have to walk past the worst creatures, vomiting from deep in the abyss. This is the first article in a series of chapters by section containing tips and tricks for getting more
from this adventure. Stay tuned for updates over the next few months for further articles. Spoilers Ahoy! Keep in mind that this article and future articles about the abyss are packed with spoilers. If you're planning on playing it, you probably want to stop reading right now. And now, tips. Don't be ass The
first partition from the abyss puts the PC in, quite possibly the worst situation they could start in. The computers have been seized by a wood-wire raiding party and are currently being held prisoner as they await transportation to Menzoberranzan to fill the Gods-know-what role. Sacrifice? Slave? Who
knows. Our strip of Level 1 computers find themselves in a cage with multiple objects and surrounded by sleepy guards, elite soldiers and quiggos - giant hairy nasty creatures. Any of these creatures are more than a match for PC, even if they were well armed, and they certainly are not. Fighting as a
means of escape is simply not possible. Killer DMs would love this and it may even have been loved by players who enjoyed difficult problems. Others, however, may not get as much joy from it. Level 1 5e D&amp;D already rough and removing their weapons and equipment does not make them feel
more heroic or powerful. Don't be a dud. Don't punish computers for something they can't really control. Don't kill them over and over again, especially as this adventure starts at Level 1. Let them know that the fight will most likely fail. If you want to be good, consider launching them through an intro
adventure that gets them to level 2 or 3 before they are captured. Phandelver from the starting set works well for that purpose. If Tier 3 computers, when they start with an abyss, fighting suddenly becomes a potential option. If you decide to run your computers through an intro adventure, don't try
shoehorn in some scene where they're all captured by drow. Several groups are enjoying a battle that is one-sided from the start. Instead, just get away from their last win and then describe how they awaken with little memory of being captured as a sleep poison drow, usually stealing short-term memory.
Since you have to railroad them in jail anyway, just do it and do it. Reward Ingenuity Given their unstable situation, good players come up with interesting ways to learn about and ultimately Velkenvelve, drow outpost their imprisonment. Award Award Ideas. Don't knock them down unless they fit the story
you had in your mind. As DMs, we will get most out of this adventure if we don't plan things and let history grow from making players when faced with situations in which they find themselves. It gives us excellent practice in training to let go and watch history evolve as players make selections and bones
hit the table. Instead of having three ideas in your head about how computers can escape, read well about how Velkenvelve is organized and watch players discover their own ways to escape. Watch out for the NPC There's a ton of NPC in from the abyss and it can be difficult for both you and the players
to keep an eye on them all. Write your names on the 3x5 maps and keep them on the table so you and your players can keep an eye on who is who. You can also associate them with a specific thumbnail if you have them at your fingerties. Physical representations of each of the NPC can help track when
there are so many. Given the chaotic nature of the first chapter, it is likely that not all NPTs will survive and the number of NPPs with which the party will interact during the rest of the adventure will be reduced. Still, even if the party loses track of one of the NPC's battle chaos, that NPC could come back
later in the adventure. It's a nice reward for those players who take the time to remember them early on. As you enter each of the NPC and maybe incorporate them into different scenes, watch out for which ones seem to resonate with the players. Do they love the mykonid stool or find the bleak nature of
Sarita that beckons? Take note of it. You can give players a good idea of each of these NPC through conversations taking place in prison, and by incorporating different NPC into various odd jobs that computers can take on while they learn more about prison. Especially useful may be NPCs, which can
help the PC in the initial escape to Underdark. Make sure they players at least have a chance to learn them. If they could care less about them later, that's a good thing too. It's nice for them to be able to meet the helpful guide, though. NPC, which can act as (several) useful guides include: Stools,



Shushar, Sarit, and Jimjar. Tyranny stock management If you decide to go with the theme of survival horror, enjoy the tyranny of inventory management. Computers may find themselves running into a subtree with a gem of 10 gold pieces, 5 feet long spider silk and ploughing a venomous spider. How
they survive against Demogorgon and Zuggtmoy with five feet of spider silk is a treat from adventures like this. If you're a DM who tends not to track things like food or spellbinding components, you might want for this adventure. Fasting can be a real enemy and a great motivator for choosing a PC. Enjoy
the tyranny of managing stocks and watching how it affects history. More on this in the following To foresake the rebellion of the rulers of demons of insanity - it's all about the rise of the demon lords. Anticipate it with nightmares and visions. Demons attacking Velkenvelve can be a great way for a PC to
get a shot at their escape. Seeing flocks of Vrocks attack stalactite towers will bring a lot of fright and atmosphere to the situation. Use the right opportunities to present the theme of adventure. Think horror survival is not a high adventure it can help you and the players if you accept the idea that this
campaign plays much more like a survival horror game than a high adventure game. As one player said, it's D&D's Dark Souls. The choice of matter. The earth is dangerous. Computers can easily find themselves lost in dangerous caves, not even in food in bells. They can't have a decent weapon for
some time. For players who enjoy this kind of game, it could be a blast. For others, it may take some discussion for them to appreciate this. If all else fails, you can always go into easy mode by starting them at a higher level and giving them lighter access to good equipment. Dark Souls of D&amp;D not
for everyone. Stay tuned for further articles about the abyss in the coming months. At the same time, keep your eyes open and watch out for those who shuffle in the dark. Related articles new to Sly Thrive? Start here, sign up for a weekly newsletter, join the Sly Flourish Discord server or support Sly
Flourish on Patreon! Check out Mike's books, including the return of the lazy dungeon master, Lazy DM's book, fantastic adventures and fantastic adventures: the ruins of Grendleroot. Support Sly Thrive with these links to acquire D&D Essentials Kit, Players Handbook, Monster Guide, Dungeon Master
Guide, or Bones with Easy Roller Bones. Send feedback to mike@mikeshea.net. Putivnyk index is here! This is the first chapter of a very long guide for DM to run out of the abyss. The OoTA book is a great resource and the campaign, unfortunately, some things have remained unclear or are simply
poorly positioned in the book; The purpose of this guide is to provide the newcomer and veteran DM with additional information and clarifications for the campaign. Some of the things in this guide, as they are in the book, are only better explained. Some other things are just my suggestions for achieving
the funniest. There is also some homepage content, such as graphics, maps or side quests. In this section, I recommend the survival of some key NPC who have some appointments or things related to them in later sections. Although preferably plot-wise. You can kill them all in the first section if you
want. The adventure begins, and PCs are prisoners. What are the important things to look out for in this section? NPC First, the NPC is and will be an integral part of the first part of the campaign, perhaps even after that. A large ice breaker will allow NPC and PCs to share stories about how were
captured by sleep. While imprisoned, they are forced to do things for the amusement of Zhryka Illvara, connecting the PC with the occasional NPC to continue rapport. The most cute, in my opinion, are Taboures and Jimjar. It is very important to know in advance that some NPPs have future events
associated with them. That doesn't mean they shouldn't die, but if they you miss some of the fun. Here's information about each character: Eldet Feldrun.- Because of her protective and selfless nature, she can die early on. She speaks well and knows how to behave in official cases. The only thing to
remember is that she will ask that her weapons and armor be returned to Huntinglem in case she dies (and in case they could get her equipment). Buppido.- He's a big shot, he's a psycho who considers himself a god, but he won't say it, that's his secret. The roles of him with a low clumsy voice, you have
to portray him as a very cunning person. Remember to play his sadistic personality and possibly his kill some other NPC in his sleep. It is important that he is still alive when the party hits Gracklstugh. He has a shelter/temple there and will betray the party and try to kill them (page 70). Ront. He is one of
the characters who can be sacrificed early for Illvara's pleasure. If you want to go the other way, then once they reach the surface, it will look for its tribe. Jimjar.- Fun, defiant and perhaps disturbing. A passion for gambling and betting on things. He has a high voice and usually starts every sentence with
I'm sure.... or Bet you (something) that .... This guy won't do much in terms of survivability, however it's important to notice that in the last chapter they give you a crazy alternative. Jimjar actually is and has always been a god in disguise (page 217). Even if he dies, he will find out at the end of the
campaign to give adventurers a boost. God depends on DM. The role-playing game that he often has a headache; and he will always endorse the idea of visiting Neverlight Grove. In addition, he can be Tabula's friend/companion. It is important that he is alive when the party hits either Gracklstugh or
Neverlight Grove. Gracklstugh has the option for him to go along with some of the other infected myconids in Neverlight Grove (page 72). If the party goes first to Neverlight Grove, then another section misses out. His bit in this place is to go with the party to the garden of greetings, where his head will
burst open and turn him into a dispute servant (p. 91). A very dramatic moment. The role-playing game he always has is cautious and calm, almost whispering every sentence. Stools.- All the time favorite stools! The fact is that he is so harmless and insecure that he makes people want to take care of
him. But there is also its usefulness; because of its communication disputes is a valuable asset for adventurers. He has a friend in Gracklstugh, Rumpadump (page 72), and both are known in Neverlight Grove. Shuachar woke up.- what can we say.... He won't help fight, but he has knowledge of the
common area and can be a guide to Sloobludop. You may perish when Demogorgon crashes his city. You can work the angle that it enlightens and has a new way of life and teaching for Kuo-Toas (the whole result of his madness). Although it will take a long time before he has been listened to by friends.
If he does so before the end of the campaign, long after the Demorgon attack, he is a respected member of the community who serves as a judge for the tribe's animosity and helps with the restoration of urban resources (page 147). If you're going to have to be cured of his madness (hardly, as he actually
seems prudent than most), he returns to the natural kuo-soa madness of Peace and Tranquility, the stupid idea is there. To survive, you have to fight. He says he's an Elf prince, but he's really just a deluded cugo. He is a big fighting boost for the party but has a risk of going berserk. Be sure to read my
other posts about Derendil. There are big alternatives to this NPC. He has the perfect command of a tall elf, though he sounds dated. Think middle English (Shakespearean). Topsy and Turvey.- These two dwarfs are dwarfs. Because they fear that their condition will be known, they are extremely wary.
Chances are they will flee on their own or give up the party when they flee. They may reappear under the wing of the Goldweisker clan in Blingdenstone later. Somber mood and imprisonment It is important from the outset to inform the players that the first part of the adventure will be crap for them in
many ways. Most of them they will pursue Ilvara so portray her as obsessive, bossy, cruel and sadistic. By the end of the first half, the adventure may seem unrealistic that it still wastes time and resources following the party. The reason is that she also suffered from madness. Forcing her to consider this
exercise a priority for her. Here is a list of possible activities that sleep will have a computer do just for fun: coil and off ropes. Prepare food and then starve them for 2 or 3 days. Cleaning the cave of quaggot. Move scores of heavy boxes from one place to another and then back. Massaging the sun's feet.
Clean the floor, then again, and again, the cleaner it is, the more they have to do. If Illwara kills someone, she can hack it to pieces, then the PC has to feed the spiders. Having learned how to make the skill of peeing, how to sculpt blackstone spiders, Ilvara destroys them because they are not worthy.
Fishing in the waterfall, basically, does not catch anything, and the water is icy cold. PC PC Stuff according to the book is located in the quarters of Illvara, but it will be a very difficult place to achieve. If the campaign started at Level 1, I recommend changing the location to a storage location in the
watchtower (page 14), where there is an elite warrior's dream and a normal sleep on the clock. Resolution There are many ways in which this chapter can go down, but one that I find more likely and dramatic: Jorlan Duskrin, who is a former lover of a woman just around to mock and humiliate. His injuries
prevent him from being effective. He resents her and will help prisoners escape to see her reputation descend among the ranks of the sting. It can slip the PC key or arrange to leave the door open after changing the guards. After that, it's a PC thing to avoid, it doesn't even care if they do it, trying to
escape alone is enough to satisfy it. The odds are against them as there is plenty of sleep and quaggot, however, at the most appropriate moment during the escape sequence, demon packs will do their thing (page 16). This is best done if the PC is in a losing situation against the furrow of guards, then
suddenly, the demons attack and sleep will go into the mode of protection of the settlement. They won't take care of the PC at least for the time being. This will give them the opportunity to move to spiders or try to use the elevator. Once they escape, they may have to fight grey oozes in the lake. After that,
if they're not too beaten, there's an optional meeting with a weakened Vrock. It's great to set a demonic tone and unsurpassed tone of chance; which will strengthen in Slooblubop. Next chapter Make sure you follow the rest of this guide for the abyss! Now you can buy a complete guide in the DM Guild.
Thank you for your contribution because it makes my work more useful and you don't pay just for the content here, but also, you support the freelance author and illustrator in the hobby. I thank you and I hope this guide has been helpful to you and has proven a factor in making your OoTA game the best
experience for you as a DM as well as for your players. You can buy it here
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